Planning For Those Of Us Who Actually Can’t Live Without Planning

In this episode, Steve and Karine find themselves unable to be present at the same time and place for the podcast recording. Subsequently, mother of 42 dragons, Carie Harling, joins the podcast as a co-host to expand on tips and tricks of managing a household planner, where planning for everyone is a full-time job.

Karine and Carie, also lovingly known as 'Ka-Ca' will dive into handling multiple schedules, organizing work on-the-go and discuss how to steal seemingly insignificant moments, turning them into significant wins for dragon mothers everywhere.

No dragons were harmed in the production of this podcast.

If you have ideas for future episodes please send them to steve at philofaxy dot com

Show Notes (timings approximate)

00:00 - Introductions
01:00 - Carie's memories of early planning
02:15 - Thoughts on digital planning
03:15 - Scheduling other peoples lives
04:00 - Communication is key
05:30 - Busy vs Productive
07:00 - Family scheduling
07:30 - Colour coding
09:00 - Working as well - Planner Planning
11:15 - Master Task List
12:00 - DiY Fish Inserts
17:30 - Finding time to work on the move
19:00 - Contexts
22:00 - Dividing work in to suitable chunks
25:00 - Using Evernote in conjunction with your analogue pages
26:00 - Tips of the week